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ABSTRACT
In this article we introduce a MAC protocol designed for un-
derwater localization and time-synchronisation. The MAC
protocol assumes a network of static reference nodes and al-
lows blind nodes to be localized by listening-only to the bea-
con messages. Such a system is known to be very scalable.
We show localization and time-synchronization algorithms
can be designed for listen-only blind nodes by adapting the
equations from GPS. We extend the set of GPS equations
with angular information to reduce the number of beacons a
blind node has to receive before it can determine its position.

We evaluate scheduled and unscheduled communication
for sending reference-beacon message using simulation mech-
anisms. Our experimental results show that when energy-
consumption of the beacons is of concern or when the mod-
ulation rate is low (≤ 1kbps), scheduled communication is
preferred. For systems which are not concerned with the
energy-consumption of the beacons, unscheduled communi-
cation delivers more messages to the blind-nodes and lo-
calization and time-synchronization are performed faster in
case of high modulation rates (5kbps and 10kbps).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H4.2 [Information Systems Applications]: Networks and
communication theory

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance

1. INTRODUCTION
Underwater localization is used in many applications such

as tracking the movement of AUVs and determining the po-
sition of fixed nodes on the seabed. Many approaches for
calculating the position of unpositioned (blind) nodes rela-
tive to (fixed) reference nodes exist, however few approaches
consider the impact of the medium access protocol (MAC)
on localization and visa versa. Evaluating the impact of
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MAC on localization is important because the energy re-
quired for sending data under water is high and inefficient
collision avoidance results in higher energy usage, increased
localization time and decreased localization accuracy.

In [7] an evaluation of the impact of localization approaches
on MAC protocols is presented, which shows that the choice
of MAC has significant impact on localization performance
in terms of time required for localization. Authors, how-
ever, consider only contention-based MAC protocols while
many other underwater MAC protocols exist. At the same
time there is an increasing interest in scheduling approaches
for underwater communication. Examples of scheduling ap-
proaches for underwater communication include ST-MAC [5],
STUMP [9] and [14].

In this article we look at the design of a MAC proto-
col for a scalable and energy-efficient underwater localiza-
tion system resembling GPS. Our design uses a static net-
work of beacons, which periodically send out beacon mes-
sages. Blind nodes can listen to the beacon messages and
use the information to calculate their position and do time
synchronization. In such a system it makes sense to look
at scheduled communication for sending beacon message
because requirements of scheduled communication and lo-
calization beacons overlap, beacons should be static, have
a-priori knowledge of their position and should be time-
synchronized.

The focus of this paper is on communication aspects. There-
for we do not aim to propose new localization and time-
synchronisation techniques. However, we will show a local-
ization and time-synchronization algorithm can be designed
by using equations from GPS [11]. To use these equations we
must adapt them for use of acoustic signal. Because a beam-
forming array is available on our blind-node, we will also
show how the GPS set of equations can be extended with
angular information. This reduces the minimum number of
beacons required to be received before a position estimate
can be calculated.

For the design of the MAC we will evaluate the perfor-
mance of scheduled and unscheduled communication mecha-
nisms to send the localization beacon messages. To do sched-
uled communication, we have extended the set of schedul-
ing constraints previously presented in [14] to allow send-
ing beacon broadcast messages. We consider p-persistent
CSMA [8] and scheduling communication for sending local-
ization beacon messages and evaluate the performance of
both approaches in terms of time required for localization,
localization accuracy, and energy consumption of both pro-
tocols.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 we will discuss the related scheduled and unscheduled
communication techniques as well as localization and time-
synchronization for underwater acoustic networks. Section 3
describes our targeted localization system design while in
Section 3.1 existing scheduling approaches are extended to
allow scheduling of broadcast messages. In Section 3.2 we
show how localization and time-synchronisation algorithms
for the targeted system can be design by adapting the equa-
tions of GPS. Finally, in Section 4 we will evaluate sched-
uled and unscheduled communication for sending localiza-
tion beacon message. This allows us to determine which
communication method is best for what circumstances.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Underwater Communication
Traditionally almost all medium access protocols for un-

derwater environments use some kind of uncoordinated or
lightly coordinated approaches for communication.For Ex-
ample Tone-Lohi [13] uses little coordination and operates
in a decentralized manner. Schedule based approaches such
as ST-MAC [5] and STUMP [9] are not used very often. This
is probably because of the complexity of these approaches.
In [14] however, we have shown that scheduling underwater
communication can be done simply and with low computa-
tional complexity.

In [7] a good effort has been made in evaluating the effect
of MAC on localization. However this paper focuses only on
unscheduled approaches and considers only the case of very
high data rate communication (10 kbps). These high mod-
ulation rates are not easy to achieve and it is reasonable to
think that realistic systems will operate at lower modulation
rates (such as 1kbps) to cope with noise and loss of signal.

In this paper we will compare unscheduled and scheduled
approaches for underwater localization. To do this we have
selected two approaches. For unscheduled communication
we will evaluate p-persistent CSMA [8], because it requires
no (centralized) coordination at all. For scheduled commu-
nication we will use the Simplified Scheduling approach pre-
sented in [14].

CSMA [8] is a widely known and commonly used com-
munication protocol. We evaluated the p-persistent CSMA
approach where nodes sense the channel before sending and
send with a probability p when the channel is considered
clear. If the channel is not clear the node will backoff and
retry the communication after the backoff period.

Simplified Scheduling [14] works based on the knowledge
that the propagation delay between nodes can be estimated.
To do this, the position of the nodes should be known. In
Section 3 we show that only the positions of the beacons
needs to be known and it is possible to schedule the trans-
mission of the beacons independently of the positions of the
blind nodes. In Figure 1 an example is shown on how a
scheduling approach can use the estimation of the propaga-
tion delay to improve the data throughput.

2.2 Underwater localization and
time-synchronization

Underwater localization is traditionaly done range-based.
Examples of range-based localization systems are time-of-
arrival, time-of-flight and time-difference-of-arrival based lo-
calization systems. These systems use timing information
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Figure 1: Example of how scheduling can improve
the throughput of underwater communication.

and the knowledge about the propagation speed (averages
1500m/s) to calculate distance estimates. An overview of
localization approaches is given in [4].

Most localization systems described in the literature focus
on round-trip based range estimation. This introduces a
scalability problem when large numbers of nodes are used.
Angle of arrival based localization approaches such the one
described in [10] do not use round-trip but can introduce
large errors. Round-trip estimations are not required for
doing range-based localization. An example of this is the
GPS [11] system which has passive nodes that only listen.

Regarding time-synchronization some work has been done
already. The TSHL protocol [12] presents a technique to
determine the clock offset and clock skew. Nodes listen to
beacons to determine their clock skew. In the second phase
of the protocol the node will send a synchronization request
to the beacon to determine a clock skew corrected clock off-
set. This round-trip communication introduces a scalability
problem when large number of nodes are considered. An ex-
ample of a listen-only time-synchronization system is again
GPS [11].

GPS [11] provides both position estimation as well as
time-synchronisation in a scalable manner. We will therefore
use the design and equations from GPS for our underwater
localization system. In Section 3.2 we will show how an un-
derwater localization algorithm can be designed. Because
beamforming and angular information is available on our
blind node (see also our article on angular CMA [3]), we
will extend the GPS equations with angular information.

3. LOCALIZATION SYSTEM DESIGN
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Figure 2: Example of a localization network with
surface and ocean floor references and blind nodes
listening to beacon message to localize and synchro-
nize

For our approach we assume a static network of refer-
ence beacons for which the position of all beacons is known.
The deployment of the beacon nodes is irrelevant for our ap-
proach, but as an example we assume a grid deployment. An



example deployment is shown in Figure 2 representing a grid
of reference nodes at the sea surface and a reference node at
the sea floor. The reference nodes send out periodic beacon
messages which can be used by blind nodes to determine
their position. These beacon messages are the messages we
aim to schedule and send them without collisions.

The beacon messages contain the following information:

• Position of the beacon (x, y, z coordinates)

• Time-stamp of when the beacon was sent

Using this information the blind node can perform time-
of-flight localization and time-synchronization by only lis-
tening to the beacon messages. The position can be calcu-
lated using the same approach as GPS [11]. The reference
nodes can be equiped with GPS receivers for position and
time information. Another possibility is to preconfigure the
position of the reference node and listen to other reference
nodes beacon messages to remain synchronized.

In Section 3.2 we will show how the equations from GPS
can be used to calculate the position and time-synchronization
of blind nodes in such a system. In Section 3.1 we look at
how the sending of broadcast message can be scheduled.

3.1 Broadcast message scheduling
For scheduling the beacon messages we will use the sim-

plified scheduling approach of [14]. To schedule the bea-
con messages we will first need to extend the set of sim-
plified scheduling constraints with a constraint for beacon
messages. A beacon message should be scheduled in such
a way that on all positions within the network the message
can be correctly received. In other words, no collision should
occur at any position in the network.

This can be done as follows: when node A broadcasts its
beacon message node B will have to wait until the message
of node A passes, then node B can start transmission. When
node B transmits immediately after the message from node
A has passed node B the propagation circle of the message
from B will always stay within the propagation circle of node
A. This means that on any position within the network both
messages can be received without any interference.

To put this in a scheduling constraint, node B will have
to delay its transmission until the message from A has prop-
agated to the position of B. Assuming the position of A
(denoted as δi.src) is the source of transmission δi, and po-
sition of B (denoted as δj .src) is the source of transmission
δj and assuming we can calculate the propagation time be-
tween two positions using the unspecified function T (For
example T calculates the Euclidean distance between the
two positions divided by a estimate of the sound speed un-
derwater), the minimum delay between transmission δi and
δj can now be calculated as:

δi.duration+ T (δi.src, δj .src)

Where δi.duration is the duration of transmission δi. This
also shows that no exclusive access is needed, not even for
broadcasting messages. The constraints we will add to the
set of simplified scheduling constraints places a restriction
between the transmission task start time δj .start and the
transmission task start time δi.start. Transmission task δj
will wait for the message from δi to propagate from δi to
δj (e.g. T (δi.src, δj .src)) and wait for it to completely pass

the node (δi.duration). This can be expressed using Equa-
tion (2).

δj .start ≥ δi.start+ δi.duration+ T (δi.src, δj .src) (2)

The complete set of simplified scheduling constraints is
given in Figure 3 and now consists of the following four
scheduling rules:

1. If two transmissions are scheduled from the same node,
the first transmission should finish before the second
one can start.

2. If any of the two transmissions is a broadcast, the
broadcast scheduling constraint should be used.

3. If both transmissions are unicasts, the interference rule
from [14] should be used.

4. If both transmissions are unrelated, both can be sched-
uled at the same time.

We can now use the set of scheduling constraints to deter-
mine the delays between transmissions and use the schedul-
ing approach of [14] to find an efficient schedule.

3.2 Position estimation and
time-synchronization

For localization and time-synchronization we will use the
same approach as GPS [11]. In GPS every beacon (i) sends
out its position (xi, yi, zi) and time (ti). The blind nodes re-
ceive these messages and using this information to estimate
their position (x, y, z) and clock error or bias (b). This can
be done by measuring the reception time of the beacon mes-
sage (ri). By knowing the propagation speed of the acoustic
signal (v ≈ 1500m/s) we can calculate the distance between
the blind node and the respective beacon (v · (ri − ti)).

Localization and time-synchronization are done by mini-
mizing the following equation for (x, y, z and b):

εtof = min

N∑
i=1

(
√

(x− xi)2 + (y − yi)2 + (z − zi)2−v·(ri−b−ti))2

(3)
Since we have 4 unknowns (x, y, z and b) we need at least

5 measurements to solve the equation. The problem of GPS
localization has been widely studied and a number of meth-
ods exist to minimize equation (3). An example of a closed
form solution is the Bancroft method [2]. However the set
of equations can also be solved iteratively using Newton-
Raphson, Levenberg-Marquadt and many more methods of
iterative optimization [6].

Reference nodes can use equation (3) to determine their
clock-offset (b) by listening to other reference nodes. To do
so they will use their preconfigured position (x, y, z).

α
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Figure 4: Angle difference localization

Because angular information is available on our node, it
can provide extra information on the position of the blind





δj .start ≥ δi.start+ δi.duration if δi.src = δj .src

δj .start ≥ δi.start+ δi.duration+ T (δi.src, δj .src) if (δi.src = broadcast or δj .src = broadcast) and Interfer(δi.src, δj .dst)
δj .start ≥ δi.start+ δi.duration+max(

T (δi.src, δi.dst) − T (δj .src, δi.dst),

T (δi.src, δj .dst) − T (δj .src, δj .dst))

if δi.src! = δj .src and Interfer(δi.src, δj .dst)

δj .start ≥ δi.start otherwise

(1)

Figure 3: Extended set of simplified scheduling constraints allowing broadcast scheduling.

node. Using the incoming angle of the beacon message we
calculate the angle-difference-of-arrival (ADOA). Figure 4
shows how a circle can be calculated using the ADOA. When
the angle difference (α) is known a circle which goes through
the position of both beacons (xi, yi) and (xj , yj) can be de-
fined. On this circle the angle difference is everywhere the
same. The center of the circle (xh, yh) and a distance to the
blind node (δh) then can be calculated. A more elaborated
explanation of angle of arrival localization can be found in
[10]. We can add the ADOA localization information to the
set of GPS equations by adding the following equation:

εtof +min

N∑
h=1

(
√

(x− xh)2 + (y − yh)2 − δh)2 (4)

This equation is different from the GPS equations since
we also estimate the z position clock error (b). If we add
the angle information we only need the time and angle mea-
surements from 3 beacons. This will give us 3 time-of-flight
measurements and at least 2 ADOA measurements, which
are enough to solve the system with 4 unknowns (x, y, z, b).

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For the performance evaluation we compare a scheduled

based approach with a p-persistent CSMA approach. To do
this we deploy 16 beacons in a grid. The maximum commu-
nication range for the nodes is set to 500m and all beacons
are spaced at a distance of 500m from each other. We uni-
formly deploy 100 blind nodes in such a way that all blind
nodes are within communication range of at least 3 beacons.
We are interested in the following performance parameters:

Time required for localization: which is the time it takes
until all blind nodes are localized. For a node to find
its location it needs to receive a beacon message from
3 distinct beacons.

Number of delivered messages: We run the simulation
for 30 seconds and measure the number of beacon mes-
sages that are received by the blind nodes. When more
messages are received a localization algorithm using
the MAC protocol may get a more accurate distance
and position estimate because of having more informa-
tion.

Energy efficiency: In underwater communication most en-
ergy is consumed by sending messages. The sending
of data consumes several factors more energy than re-
ceiving, sometimes as large as 100 times more. We will
therefore focus only on the amount of data that is be-
ing sent. As a measure of the energy consumption we

will look at the ratio between number of beacon mes-
sages sent versus number of beacon messages received
(Nreceived

Nsend
). The higher this fraction the more effective

the MAC protocol is in terms of effectively delivering
the beacon messages to the blind nodes.

We run the MAC protocols for 100 different deployments
and three different modulation rates (1kbps, 5kbps and 10kbps).
In Figure 5 the average time required for localization is plot-
ted for the different modulation rates. What can be seen
from these results is that the scheduling approach is largely
independent of the sending rate. We see that the CSMA ap-
proach outperforms the scheduling approach in the case of
using higher modulation rates. Not shown in the graphs but
observed during simulation is that the scheduling approach
has very predictable localization time while CSMA shows
large variations between simulation runs.

In Figure 6(a) localization time for different number of
blind nodes in the network is presented. When the number
of nodes in the network increases, the average time until all
nodes are localized also increases. For the scheduled based
approach the results are fairly independent of the number
of nodes in the network. In Figure 6(b) localization time for
different number of beacons is presented, the blind nodes are
also spread over different sizes of the network area. When
the network size increases, the average time until localiza-
tion also increases. Again, for the scheduled approach the
difference is not that much as for the different CSMA ap-
proaches.

Figure 5: Time required for localization at different
bitrates for 100 nodes

In Figure 7 number of received beacon messages over an
interval of 30 seconds is plotted. We can see that in the case
of higher modulation rates the CSMA approach significantly
outperforms the scheduled based approach.

In Figure 8 the ratio between number of sent and received
beacon messages is plotted. It can be seen that in this case
the scheduled based approach works best.

From the results of the simulation we can conclude that if
power consumption is not of concern for the higher modu-
lation rates (5kbps and 10kbps) the CSMA approach is pre-
ferred. The schedule based approach is too conservative in



(a) Varying num. of nodes (b) Varying num. of bea-
cons

Figure 6: Time required for localization at 1000 bps

Figure 7: average num-
ber of received beacons

Figure 8: beacon energy-
efficiency

sending beacon messages, which results in many less total
beacon messages being received by the blind nodes. For
the lower modulation rate (1kbps) the scheduled approach
outperforms the CSMA approach in terms of time required
for localization and performs similar in terms of number of
received beacons.

If power consumption is of concern, then the scheduled
based approach is preferred in all cases. To allow a CSMA
based approach achieve the same level of energy efficiency
a very low send probability should be selected which will
result in long time required for localization.

5. CONCLUSION
We have designed a MAC protocol for an underwater lo-

calization system which uses static reference nodes and al-
lows blind nodes to be localized by listening-only to the bea-
con messages. The system is scalable as the blind nodes do
not send out any messages.

We have shown localization and time-synchronization al-
gorithms for such a system by adapting the equations from
GPS to an underwater environment. These equations pro-
vide both position estimation as well as time synchroniza-
tion. We have also extended the GPS equations with an-
gular information to reduce the number of beacon messages
that need to be received by blind nodes before a position
estimate can be calculated. Using angular information we
only require beacon messages from 3 distinct beacons, rather
than 5, before a position estimate and time-synchronization
can be calculated.

For the design of the MAC protocol we have looked at both
scheduled as well as unscheduled communication. We have
extended existing underwater MAC scheduling approaches
with scheduling of beacon messages. This provides the abil-
ity to schedule the beacon messages of the static reference
nodes allowing collision-free reception of beacon messages.

We have compared the performance of a scheduled MAC
to CSMA MAC for sending beacon messages. We evaluated
the performance of the MAC in terms of time required for
localization, number of delivered messages, and energy effi-

ciency. Out results show that the when energy-efficiency is
not of concern CSMA MAC is the best choice for high mod-
ulation rates (5kbps and 10kbps). It has the best results in
terms of time required for localization and number of re-
ceived beacons. The scheduled approach is the best choice
for low data rates (1kbps) and energy constrained systems.
The scheduling of beacons guarantees collision free recep-
tion, maximizing the successful reception rate of the beacon
messages. Also it has the most predictable performance and
shows little variations in performance between different sim-
ulation runs.
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